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1978   I saw my �rst pixel playing Pong, been in love ever since.
1981   Coded the Star Wars soundtrack on my Timex Sinclair.
1989   Scripted a program to answer my Algebra homework.
1993   Designed and Developed the �rst website ever dedicated to tattoos.
1994   Yahoo.com hand picked one of my websites for their launch.
1995   Graduated Syracuse University with a BFA in New Media Studies.

 Now    I See the big picture one pixel at a time while bringing rhythm to interaction 
              though usability, design and development.

Agencies and Clients I have had the pleasure to work with 

linkedin.com/in/colinochel

Am I an Art Director? 
Ask James Talerico, ECD at Heartbeat
 
“At the risk of sounding �ippant, consider 
yourself lucky to be working with Colin 
Ochel.

Colin conceives, grasps & advances creative 
concepts quickly & richly. He understands 
business objectives (as well as limitations), 
takes direction exceptionally well, and is able 
to generate new ideas on time and on 
strategy. He hits his deadlines, comes to the 
table with quality thinking & sound creative, 
and is true to his word. And the creative 
work he produces: elegant, well-crafted and 
always, always thoughtful.

Plus Colin’s old-school interactive: having 
been in the industy since its infancy, he 
thinks in digital media and innately 
understands how creative messaging 
“works” in interactive. He’s able to transition 
smoothly from conceptual thinking to 
pragmatic implementation, providing the 
same high-level thinking and 
detail-orientation to his �ash production & 
design work as he does to his concept work. 
And once in a while, he’s even funny.

It’s always my pleasure to be partnering with 
Colin on a creative challenge.
So, yeah, I’d recommend him.”

Am I a Front-end Developer?  
Ask Daniel J. Bernard, CPO at WSJ

“Colin Ochel is an extremely creative, fast, 
reliable, and solution oriented professional. 
We’ve used him for many projects and he 
always over delivers. Initially, we leveraged 
Colin to help create demos for user testing, 
but very quickly we started leveraging his 
expertise for much more, including concept 
and product design, more advanced demos 
and product explorations, in addition to core 
product design.

Especially important – Colin grasps ideas and 
understands goals quickly then moves to 
execute with speed and accuracy. This is 
especially important as we tend to move very 
quickly, have rapid feedback and short 
timeframes. Colin also brings passion and 
commitment to every design project – I feel 
as though he is a member of the team. He’s 
never short on ideas and he helps take our 
projects to the next level. 

I highly recommend Colin.”

Am I a UX / UI Designer? 
Ask Trip O’Dell, Product Experience 
Design/Strategy at Amazon

“In the UX �eld we talk about “unicorns” 
designers with a rare combination of talents, 
who are creative, have strong skills in visual 
design, interaction design, interactive 
prototyping and don't require a lot of 
direction. Colin is a unicorn, a rare talent 
and you will be lucky to have him. 

I've been privileged to work with some of 
the best product design/UX teams on the 
planet. They are �lled with extraordinarily 
talented, capable, creative and technically 
skilled people. 

Colin is all of those things, without the 
drama, ego, and nastiness that sometimes 
goes with working at that level. 

I've been extremely happy to have Colin on 
my team for the last year. I have high 
standards for quality and I expect the best 
from the people I work with. Colin has never 
disappointed me. 

My experience managing Colin has been 
fantastic. He is a great collaborator, and can 
be trusted to get to the right solution quickly 
and with very little oversight. 

He takes critique like a pro, and will push 
back on solutions he believes in, but picks 
his battles carefully and intelligently. He's 
usually right, and the results show in the 
work.”


